
Evolution of the Concept of the 
Demand for Money

The concept of the demand for money is one of 
the more fundamental elements of contemporary 
macroeconomic analysis. This concept refers to the 
functional relationship, often expressed as a mathe
matical equation, between the quantity of money that 
people demand to hold and the variables (e.g., inter
est rates, income, wealth, etc.) on which that quantity 
depends. Dem and-for-money equations are key com 
ponents of current theoretical and empirical models 
of the aggregate economy. For example, such equa
tions are used to represent the behavior of the de
mand side of the so-called “ money-market sector”  in 
large-scale econometric models employed in simulat
ing the influence of policy actions and other changes 
on the economic system. In these models, money de
mand equations help to determine the solution (equi
librium) values of national income, interest rates, the 
price level, and other measures of aggregate economic 
activity.

The chief reason for economists’ interest in the 
demand-for-money relationship, however, is its prac
tical policy implications. M acroeconomic analysis 
suggests that certain properties of the money demand 
function may critically influence the degree o f effec
tiveness of monetary policy. Especially important 
are (1 )  the interest rate elasticity of the demand for 
money, i.e., the responsiveness or sensitivity of the 
quantity of money demanded to changes in market in
terest rates and (2 )  the stability of the functional 
relationship between money balances demanded and 
the independent variables (interest rates, income, 
etc.) of the equation. For example, if the amount of 
money demanded is extremely interest elastic, mone
tary policy may be powerless to stimulate the econ
omy because, in this case, the slightest fall in the rate 
of interest, resulting from a policy engineered expan
sion of the money stock, would simply induce cash 
holders to absorb all the new money into idle hoards. 
Consequently, no increase in expenditure would en
sue. Even if the demand for money is not excessively 
responsive to interest rate changes, however, policy
makers may still be confronted with the problem of 
an unstable demand relationship. Instability of the 
money demand function would hinder monetary poli
cy by making it difficult for the authorities to predict 
the impact of policy-induced changes in the money

supply. A n  erratically shifting demand function 
might offset the effect of a controlled shift in the 
money supply at one time yet accentuate it at another. 
H aving no firm grasp on the demand function, policy
makers could not hope to assess correctly the magni
tude or direction of the effects of their policy actions.

Over the past two decades the demand for money 
has been the subject of many ingenious and com plex 
theoretical and empirical studies. It was not always 
thus, however. O w ing to the strategic importance of 
the money demand function, one might assume that 
there had been an early emergence of a sophisticated 
analysis of it. It seems reasonable to expect that the 
techniques and standards applied in demand-for- 
money constructions at least would have matched 
those employed in ordinary commodity demand anal
ysis. Such was not the case, however, and for years 
the methods of monetary demand analysis differed 
from those of traditional demand theory.

By the turn of the century, commodity demand 
analysis was firmly anchored in the theory of utility- 
maximizing behavior— part of the general theory of 
rational choice. The utility-maximization analysis 
provided economists with a set of powerful analytical 
techniques that were employed systematically in iden
tifying both the general form  and the principal inde
pendent variables of comm odity demand functions. 
By contrast, techniques o f microeconomic value 
theory were not introduced into monetary analysis 
until the mid-1930’s, and even then their application 
was incomplete. Not until the 1950’s was money 
demand analysis fully integrated into the rational 
choice framework employed in ordinary demand anal
ysis. One unfortunate consequence of this delay was 
that for years monetary theorists virtually ignored, 
or at least did not examine systematically, the influ
ence of cost and yield considerations on money- 
holding decisions.

W hy were economists so slow in applying the 
methods and procedures of traditional demand anal
ysis to m oney? W hat did these methods and pro
cedures consist of and how did money demand theory 
depart from them? H ow  did the older approaches 
to the demand for money differ from  their current 
counterparts? W hat were the main stages of tran
sition from the older approaches to the current ones,
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and how did this development manifest itself in suc
cessive formulations of the money demand function? 
W hat explanatory variables were stressed in each 
formulation? M ost important, what were the chief 
policy implications of the alternative view s? This 
article seeks to answer these questions by tracing 
against the backdrop of orthodox demand analysis 
the main lines of development of the theory of the 
demand for money from  the early decades of the 
century to the present. The basic method employed 
in ordinary demand analysis is outlined in the fo l
lowing section, which then serves as a point of refer
ence for the remainder of the article dealing with the 
study o f demand-for-money relationships.

Conventional Demand Analysis C om m odity  de
mand analysis is founded on the theory of rational 
choice, or optimizing (i.e., constrained utility-maxi
m izing) behavior. The analysis begins at the level 
of the individual consumer and seeks to deduce how 
he will allocate his limited money resources— the so- 
called budget constraint— among the various goods 
available to him at given market prices in such a way 
as to maximize his total satisfaction or utility. The 
conclusion is that he will apportion his budget in such 
a way that the rate at which he can substitute one 
good for another via market exchanges is just equal 
to the rate at which he is willing to do so (his sub
jective trade-off).

In principle, the individual’s demand function for 
any commodity can be derived from this analysis of 
budget-constrained utility-maximization. The result
ing demand functions indicate the relationships be
tween the quantities demanded of the goods and the 
variables on which those quantities depend. W ith 
tastes and preferences given, the individual’s demand 
for any commodity will depend chiefly on two sets of 
variables: (1 )  relative prices (the price of the good 
in question in comparison with the prices of all other 
goods that compete for the consumer’s expenditure) 
and (2 )  the consumer’s income (his budget con
straint). The relative price variables represent the 
terms in which one good can be substituted for 
(transformed into) other goods via market ex 
changes. These variables also measure the oppor
tunity costs of obtaining one good in terms of the 
amounts of other goods whose purchase must be 
sacrificed or foregone. The remaining variable, in
come, indicates the individual’s command over all 
goods (the purchasing power of his budget) and 
thus serves to fix  an upper limit on the amount of 
the commodity he can purchase.

Relative price and income variables play stra
tegic roles in demand analysis. Operating through

these variables are the substitution and income effects, 
the two main forces influencing the amount of any 
good demanded by an individual. The substitution 
effect refers to the shift in expenditure patterns 
following a change in relative prices, which, by alter
ing the rates of exchange among commodities, induces 
the substitution of relatively cheaper for relatively 
dearer goods in the consumer’s budget. The income 
effect refers to the demand impact of a price-induced 
change in the real purchasing power of the individ
ual’s total budget, which alters his entire range of 
alternatives. For example, the lowering of the price 
of a single good has the effect of increasing the con
sumer’s effective budget, thereby expanding his field 
of choice and thus influencing his demand for all 
commodities including the particular good in question.

The next stage of the analysis is to derive the 
market demand function by aggregating over all the 
individual demand functions. In general, relative 
prices and income will also be the chief arguments in 
the market demand functions. The important point, 
however, is that the analysis proceeds from  the level 
of the individual decision-making unit to the m arket; 
market demand functions follow  from individual de
mand functions. Finally, in the last stage o f the 
analysis, the market demand and market supply equa
tions are solved simultaneously to determine the 
market clearing levels of price and output.

T o  summarize, traditional demand analysis: (1 )  is 
based on the principle of optimization or rational 
choice, (2 )  starts at the level of the individual deci
sion-making agent and then proceeds, via aggrega
tion, to the market level, and (3 )  predicts that de
mands will be largely determined by relative prices 
and income constraints.

The Demand for Money— Transactions Velocity 
Approach T o  the m odern econom ist, it seem s 
natural to construct demand-for-money equations in 
exactly the same way that comm odity demand equa
tions are formulated. The analysis begins at the level 
of the individual money holder, determines the appro
priate budget constraint and the relevant opportunity 
cost or relative price variables that enter his demand- 
for-money function, and derives via aggregation the 
total market demand-for-money function. The analy
sis then proceeds to investigate both the substitution 
effects between money and competing assets stem
ming from changes in relative (com parative) rates of 
return and the income (o r  wealth) effects on the 
demand for money stemming from  changes in na
tional income.

This conventional approach is of relatively recent 
origin, however. U p through the early decades of
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the twentieth century, economists as a rule did not 
examine the demand for money along the lines of 
orthodox demand theory. Rational choice principles, 
or utility-maximization analysis, it was argued, could 
not explain why any individual would want to hold 
money, because cash holdings as such were believed 
to produce no direct satisfaction. In short, money 
was viewed as just a mechanical medium of exchange, 
i.e., something used to facilitate market transactions 
and to circulate goods, but not in itself a utility- 
yielding asset.

The distinguishing feature of a medium o f ex 
change is that it is transferred or circulated, not that 
it is held. Accordingly, theories that focus exclu
sively on the medium-of-exchange function of money 
tend to ignore the demand for money per se and 
instead concentrate on how fast money circulates from 
hand to hand. This interest in the circidation velocity, 
or rate of use, of money was particularly character
istic of most nineteenth and early twentieth century 
monetary theorists.

These analysts pointed out that the efficiency with 
which money facilitates exchanges depends on how 
rapidly it circulates in market transactions. In the 
limit, the turnover velocity of a perfectly efficient 
medium of exchange would approach infinity; and 
the demand for cash balances correspondingly would 
approach zero. It was, of course, recognized that 
perfect efficiency in circulation is never achieved, 
that velocity is necessarily finite, and that people often' 
maintain inventories of idle cash for sustained inter
vals of time. The existence of positive cash balances, 
however, was attributed not to rational choices and 
utility-maximizing decisions but rather to institu
tional “ frictions”  in the economic system. In sum, 
the rate of circulation of money— and by implication 
the demand-for-money balances— was thought to be 
determined by technological and institutional factors 
associated with the aggregate payments mechanism 
rather than by the subjective processes of individual 
decision-making. Consequently, analysis tended to 
center on statistical measures of the aggregate trans
actions velocity of money, rather than on cost and 
yield considerations affecting the money-holding 
choices of individual optimizers.

The leading exponent of the transactions velocity 
approach was the American economist, Irving Fisher, 
whose principal writing in the field of monetary 
theory, The Purchasing P ow er of M oney, appeared 
in 1911. Fisher did not write out an explicit demand- 
for-money function. Instead, he examined the be
havior of velocity within the framework of his cele
brated equation of exchange, M V  =  PT. This for
mula is an identity stating that total spending, M V —

the product of the average stock of money, M , and 
the average number of times each unit o f money turns 
over in financing exchanges (ve locity ), V — must 
equal the aggregate value of transactions, P T — the 
product of the total number of transactions, T , and 
the average price per transaction, P.

Fisher argued that the transactions velocity of 
money was determined by slowly changing techno
logical and institutional factors, e.g., state of develop
ment of the banking system, frequency of receipts and 
disbursements, length of the payment period, degree 
of synchronization of cash inflows and outflows, 
rapidity of transportation and communication, etc. 
Since these factors were subject to only gradual, 
evolutionary change, velocity could be considered a 
virtual constant in the equation of exchange.

The constancy of velocity implies the complete 
stability of the demand for money. A nd with the 
latter absolutely stable, monetary policy could be 
expected to exert a powerful, predictable influence 
on prices and nominal income. Using the equation of 
exchange, Fisher demonstrated the potential potency 
of monetary policy in this stable demand case. W ith 
velocity, V , a constant, and transactions, T , also 
assumed to be a constant determined by the full- 
capacity utilization of the econom y’s productive re
sources, the equation could be expressed in a form, 
P =  ( V /T ) M  — (constant) M, showing a constant 
proportional relationship between average prices and 
the money stock. This expression implied that a 
given percentage change in the money stock would 
cause the same percentage change in the price level.

The Cambridge Cash Balance Approach T h e
initial step in moving the theory of the demand for 
money in the direction of ordinary demand analysis 
was taken simultaneously by several Continental and 
British economists. A m ong the more influential of 
these analysts was the small group associated with 
Cambridge University in England. In a series of 
writings spanning the period 1917-1930, economists 
of the Cambridge school contributed at least four 
innovations to monetary analysis, thereby advancing 
it beyond Fisher’s transactions velocity formulation.

The first innovation was to concentrate on money 
in relation to final output, or national income, rather 
than on the much broader and more inclusive aggre^ 
gate, total transactions. This innovation directed 
attention to the properties that make money a desir
able object to hold as distinct from an object to spend. 
A s long as one associates money with gross trans
actions, one necesarily tends to think of money e x 
clusively as a means of exchange. By recasting the 
analysis in terms of income, rather than transactions,
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however, the Cambridge school opened up the possi
bility of interpreting money as something more than 
just a medium of exchange.

W ith emphasis shifting from  transactions to in
come, Fisher’s equation of exchange was eventually 
restated as M V y =  P y =  Y , where M is the stock 
of money in circulation, Y  is nominal national income, 
y is real income or the national product valued at 
constant prices, P is the price level of the national 
product, and V y is the income velocity of money, i.e., 
the ratio of nominal national income to the money 
stock or, alternatively, the rate of turnover o f money 
as it circulates against the national product. A  few 
analysts, particularly in the United States, began to 
use this equation to investigate the behavior of income 
velocity. The Cambridge school, however, for the 
most part generally eschewed analysis of money’s 
circulation velocity and instead focused on the famous 
“ Cambridge k,”  i.e., the desired ratio, k, of money 
balances to income. In other words, the Cambridge 
school sought to explain the proportion of annual 
income that the community of decision makers wished 
to hold in the form of money, not how rapidly money 
turns over in buying the national product.

This focus on the cash balance ratio was the second 
novelty of the Cambridge approach that ultimately 
led to a more conventional interpretation of the de
mand for money. Formally, k is just the reciprocal of 
the income velocity of circulation, i.e., k =  1/Vy. 
But the k ratio implies a desired holding of money 
balances, and is thus more suggestive of conventional 
demand theory than is V y, the rate of spending of 
money. The Cambridge emphasis on cash holdings 
suggested that money might be a utility-yielding as
set, and also that the demand for money, like the 
demand for any commodity, is a matter of individual 
choices and decisions.

A s a third innovation, the Cambridge school re
formulated the equation of exchange in a manner 
more consistent with orthodox demand and supply 
analysis. This step involved replacing the symbol 
for the income velocity of money with its reciprocal, 
the Cambridge k, and then incorporating the latter 
into the Cambridge cash balance equation M =  kPy. 
The cash balance equation was interpreted as the 
equilibrium solution of a three-equation dem and/ 
supply system, rather than as a simple identity as had 
been the equation of exchange. Specifically, the 
Cambridge formulation implies (1 )  a demand-for- 
money equation M d =  kPy with the income con
straint, Py =  Y , appearing as an explicit independent 
variable; (2 )  an exogenously determined money 
supply M g =  M ; and (3 )  an equilibrium (market- 
clearing) condition stating that money supply must

equal money demand, M s =  M d, resulting in the
cash balance equation, M =  kPy.

A s a fourth innovation, Cambridge economists ex 
plicitly stated a rudimentary money demand function 
and drew the demand curve corresponding to it. 
From  the assumption that the community would 
wish to hold a constant quantity of real (price- 
deflated) cash balances at the full-capacity level of 
real output, an expression was derived showing the 
quantity of nominal balances demanded, M , as a 
function of the exchange value of the monetary 
unit (i.e., the reciprocal of the price level, 1 /P ) .  
Admittedly an artificial construct, this particular de
mand equation expressed the product of the two 
variables M  and 1 /P  as a fixed constant. Real in
come and the m oney/incom e ratio— the other factors 
that conceivably could mfluence the demand for 
money— were interpreted as fixed parameters in the 
function. The function was of a special fo rm : when 
graphed in the Cartesian plane, with nominal money 
balances demanded, M , measured along the horizontal 
axis and the exchange value of money, 1 /P ,  along the 
vertical axis, the equation described a downward- 
sloping rectangular hyperbola. The product o f the 
coordinates of each point on this demand curve would 
be the same and equal to the constant quantity of real 
balances demanded, M /P . This special demand curve 
was used by the Cambridge school to demonstrate the 
validity of the quantity theory of money. The quan
tity theory asserts that, because people look to the 
purchasing power rather than to the mere money 
value of their cash balances, the price level would 
have to vary in direct proportion to the nominal 
money supply to maintain real balances intact.

One crucial element was missing from  the Cam
bridge formulation, however. There was nothing in 
the money demand equations analogous to the rela
tive price arguments that appear in ordinary demand 
functions. N o variables entered the Cambridge equa
tions to represent the opportunity costs of cash hold
ings, i.e., the yields on alternative non-monetary 
assets. Yet one normally would expect the demand 
for money to respond to changes in these costs or 
yields. For example, if cash holders behaved ratio
nally, a rise in interest rates would probably induce a 
fall in k (the cash balance ratio) as people sought to 
economize on cash holdings and to substitute interest 
earning assets for money balances in their asset port
folios. Similarly, falling interest rates, by lowering 
the opportunity cost of holding money relative to the 
brokerage costs o f converting it into and out of bonds, 
would most likely cause a rise in the cash balance 
ratio. Strangely, however, there was no explicit 
recognition of any yield or substitution effects in the
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Cambridge equations. Instead, the Cambridge k 
ratio was treated as a numerical constant rather than 
as a variable whose magnitude is functionally related 
to rates of return on non-cash assets, i.e., k =  k ( r ) .

Apparently the failure to include interest rates as a 
determinant of money demand stemmed from the 
Cambridge school’s inability to see the full implica
tions of its analytical approach. After constructing a 
framework conducive to the study of factors influenc
ing cash-holding decisions, Cambridge economists 
failed to exploit this innovation fully. True, one can 
find in the writings of the Cambridge school refer
ences to a representative individual striking a balance 
between his holdings of cash and non-cash assets as 
well as some mention of trade-offs between costs and 
returns (convenience, safety, etc.) on cash holdings. 
But such passages were infrequent, and the insights 
they contain were never incorporated systematically 
into the Cambridge analysis. For the most part, 
Cambridge economists, when describing the determi
nants of k, referred to the same technological-institu
tional factors that Fisher had cited in his discussion 
of velocity.

The constancy of k in the Cambridge analysis had 
the same policy implications as the invariability of 
velocity in Fisher’s theory. Both implied stability of 
the demand-for-money function and thus the powerful 
influence of monetary policy on prices and nominal 
incomes. According to the Cambridge analysis, the 
impact of policy-induced changes in the money supply 
would not be weakened or negated by perverse or 
unexpected shifts in the demand for money. T o  the 
contrary, the constant desired k ratio was interpreted 
as a reliable strategic link in the transmission mech
anism connecting money to prices. Thus, any in
crease in the money supply would, first, raise the 
actual m oney/incom e ratio above the desired level ; 
actual k would be greater than desired k. Then, in
dividuals, finding that they were holding more cash 
than they wanted in relation to their incomes, would 
increase spending. The increased expenditure in a 
fully employed economy would push up market prices, 
thereby raising nominal income. This increased rate 
of spending would continue until the subsequent rise 
in the price level and nominal income was sufficient 
to bring the actual cash/incom e ratio into equality 
with the desired ratio. Since the desired ratio is con
stant, nominal income and the price level would have 
to rise in exactly the same proportion as the money 
stock. A t this point the community would just be 
willing to hold the augmented stock of money and 
the adjustment process would be complete.

Keynes’s Formulation A s previously  m entioned, 
the main shortcoming of the Cambridge cash balance 
analysis was its failure to incorporate yield or cost 
variables into the money demand function. This 
oversight was partially rectified in John Maynard 
Keynes’s analysis of the speculative or liquidity 
preference demand for money, presented in his 1936 
classic, The General Theory of Employment, Interest, 
and M oney.

Keynes separated the demand for money into two 
distinct parts: (1 )  a demand for transactions or 
active balances to satisfy the transactions and pre
cautionary motives for holding cash and (2 )  a de
mand for idle or asset balances to satisfy a speculative 
motive. Keynes labeled these two demands M i and 
M 2, respectively.

It was in conjunction with the speculative demand 
that he gave explicit consideration to the yields on 
assets that compete with money in individuals’ port
folios. Keynes argued that individuals make their 
cash-holding decision by comparing the interest in
come that would be sacrificed by holding money with 
the expected capital gain or loss on holding bonds. 
The latter depends on decision makers’ anticipations 
of future movements in bond prices and the degree of 
certainty with which those expectations are held. 
A ccording to Keynes, these anticipations are form u
lated via comparisons of the current rate of interest 
with some expected “ normal”  or permanently main
tainable rate. If the observed rate is above the normal 
rate, individuals will expect it to fall. Since bond 
prices vary inversely with bond yields, however, 
anticipations of falling interest rates mean expecta
tions of rising bond prices and thus capital gains. 
The higher the current rate of interest the greater 
the amount of capital gains expected. W hy ? Because 
the larger the spread between the current and ex 
pected maintainable rates, the greater the likelihood 
that the interest rate will fall (bond prices will rise), 
and the greater the amount by which it can be ex 
pected to fall. Thus, the higher the current yield, 
the more costly are idle cash holdings in terms of 
expected capital gains sacrificed, as well as interest 
income foregone. Consequently, the smaller will be 
the quantity of cash demanded to satisfy the specu
lative motive.

Conversely, if the observed rate is below the ex 
pected normal rate, anticipations of rising bond yields 
and declining bond prices render cash the preferred 
asset in individuals’ portfolios. A n individual ex 
pecting the price of bonds to fall at a rate that would 
more than offset the interest earned on them would 
be motivated to hold zero-yield cash rather than the 
overpriced bonds. Generally, the lower the current
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rate, the more unanimous will be the expectations 
that interest rates will subsequently rise, imposing 
capital losses on bond holders. Thus, the lower the 
current rate of interest the greater the number of 
people who prefer to hold cash rather than bonds and 
therefore the greater the total quantity of cash de
manded. Aggregating over all individual portfolio 
optimizers gives a smooth downward-sloping func
tion, M 2 — f ( r ) ,  relating the quantity of speculative 
or asset balances demanded to the current interest 
rate.

A s for the transactions balance component of the 
total demand for money, i.e., the portion held to 
finance day-to-day purchases and to provide a reserve 
for emergencies, Keynes agreed with his predeces
sors, Fisher and the Cambridge school, that it would 
exhibit a simple, linear (proportional) relation to 
nominal income. In fact, Keynes’s formulation of 
the transactions demand function is identical to the 
Cambridge school’s and may be expressed by the 
Cambridge cash balance equation, M i =  kY . The 
reader will note that Keynes did not apply rational 
choice, optimizing considerations to the transactions 
component of the demand for money. This task re
mained for later analysts, who showed that trans
actions balances also respond to cost and yield con 
siderations.

Combining the two components of demand gives 
the Keynesian total money demand function, M =  
M i -f- M 2 =  k Y  -f- f ( r ) .  According to this func
tion, the quantity of money demanded would vary in 
direct proportion to income and inversely with the 
interest rate. It should be noted that the last term in 
this equation is improperly specified. According to 
Keynes’s discussion, the demand for speculative bal
ances depends on the current rate of interest in rela
tion to some expected normal rate. Thus the latter 
rate properly should be included as one of the explan
atory variables determining the quantity of money 
demanded. Keynes and his followers, however, chose 
to treat the expected rate as an exogenous factor 
contributing to erratic shifts in the functional rela
tionship between the quantity of money demanded 
and the current rate.

Keynes and his followers also broke new ground 
in their discussion of the behavior of the demand-for- 
money function. First, unlike Fisher and the Cam
bridge school, Keynesians argued that the money 
demand function is highly unstable, shifting errati
cally under the impact of volatile market expectations.

Second, Keynesians thought that in times of deep 
depression the money demand function would become 
horizontal (infinitely elastic) at some floor rate of 
interest. They argued that there is some critical

positive rate of interest so low that if the current rate 
were actually at that level, no one would expect it to 
go any lower and everyone would expect it to rise. 
In other words, anticipations of falling bond prices 
would be unanimous. A t this point, anticipated cap
ital losses would offset interest returns, and there 
would be no advantage to holding bonds. Cash would 
become a perfect substitute for bond holdings, and 
the demand for money would become insatiable, i.e., 
infinitely sensitive to the slightest change in the rate 
of interest— a pathological condition that Keynes 
called absolute liquidity preference. Under these cir
cumstances, any increase in the money supply would 
be completely absorbed into idle cash balances with 
no reduction in interest rates. Thus, if the central 
bank acted to increase the money supply by purchas
ing bonds on the open market, the slightest bidding- 
up of bond prices would simply induce individuals to 
sell their bonds to the central bank and absorb the 
cash proceeds. Since at the floor rate of interest the 
demand for cash is insatiable and the willingness to 
sell bonds is absolute, no amount of open market 
operations would overcome absolute liquidity prefer
ence and force interest rates to go any lower.

Both the instability and infinite elasticity properties 
of the money demand function, Keynesians pointed 
out, would have pessimistic policy implications. In 
stability of the money demand function would make 
accurate forecasting of the effects of monetary policy 
impossible. Confronted with a volatile and unpre
dictable money demand function, the authorities 
would never know whether shifts in demand would 
magnify or nullify policy-induced shifts in the money 
supply. M oreover, even if the monetary authorities 
could predict the behavior of money demand, mone
tary policy still would be powerless if conditions of 
absolute liquidity preference prevailed. In the latter 
case, increases in the money supply would have no 
effect on nominal income or economic activity through 
the interest rate channel. Since no cash holder would 
be willing to bid for bonds, there would be no rise in 
bond prices and consequent fall in interest rates to 
stimulate business investment spending. M oreover, 
none of the monetary injection would enter the spend
ing stream. Instead, all of the new money would be 
absorbed in idle cash balances. In short, the economy 
would be caught in a liquidity trap.

T o summarize, Keynesians argued that in times of 
deep depression, money stock changes would be ne
gated by offsetting changes in velocity or the Cam
bridge k. W ith variable velocity, ©r k, absorbing all 
the impact of money stock changes, none would be 
transmitted to nominal income. The rigid linkage 
between money and economic activity postulated by
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earlier economists would be severed. Thus, K ey
nesians arrived at policy conclusions at variance with 
those reached by Fisher and the Cambridge school.

J. R. Hicks’s Analysis K eyn es ’s ch ief con tribu 
tion to the analysis of the demand for money was the 
introduction of a variable representing the cost of 
holding cash (the rate of interest) into the money 
demand function. This innovation permitted exami
nation of the substitution effects on the demand for 
money stemming from changes in relative rates of 
return. In giving explicit consideration to the yields 
on assets that compete with money, Keynes became 
one of the founders of the portfolio balance approach 
to monetary analysis, i.e., the approach that inter
prets the demand for money as part of the choice of 
an optimum portfolio of assets. A t least equal recog
nition for originating the portfolio approach, however, 
should be given to British economist John R. Hicks, 
who in 1935 first suggested that the demand for 
money be treated as a problem of balance sheet equi
librium or asset choice to be analyzed along the lines 
of orthodox commodity demand theory.

Hicks pointed out that if money were to be analyzed 
as a capital asset and not just as a mechanical medium 
of exchange, the demand-for-money equation would 
have to include as explanatory variables total wealth 
and expected rates of return on other assets. The 
wealth variable would represent the budget con
straint on money holdings, since at the maximum 
individuals could choose to hold their entire wealth 
portfolios in the form of cash. And the yield vari
ables would represent both the opportunity costs of 
holding money and the portfolio-substitution effects 
of changes in relative rates of return. Individual 
portfolio optimizers would compare these yields with 
the imputed convenience and security yield on money 
balances in deciding whether to substitute other assets 
for cash in their balance sheets.

H icks’s specification of wealth as the constraint 
variable, it should be noted, was a significant depar
ture from the Cambridge and Keynesian formula
tions, both of which used income in the money de
mand equation. This shift from income to wealth as 
the constraint variable underscored the shift from the 
transactions approach to the capital asset or port
folio approach in H icks’s article. Income is a magni
tude having the time dimension of a flow  (an amount 
that occurs over an interval of time, or so much per 
unit of tim e). Wealth, 011 the other hand, has the 
time dimension of a stock  (so  much existing at a 
given point in tim e). The rationale for the income 
constraint in the Cambridge and Keynesian form u
lations was that money is used to finance a flow of

transactions or spending that is closely related to the 
flow of income. H icks’s use of the wealth constraint, 
by contrast, called attention to the stock of money as 
a store of wealth, i.e., a service or utility-yielding 
asset alternative to other asset stocks.

In addition to his pioneering proposal that ordinary 
demand analysis be applied to money in its role as a 
balance sheet asset, Hicks also took the initial step 
in extending the theory of choice or optimizing be
havior to explain the demand for transactions (as 
distinct from asset) balances. Prior to Hicks, no one 
had attempted this. Even Keynes had limited his 
application of rational choice analysis to the asset 
component of money demand. M oreover, no one 
previously had provided a convincing explanation of 
why individuals would be willing to hold trans
actions balances when riskless, interest-bearing assets 
of virtually instantaneous redeemability (e.g., time 
deposits) were available. W hy would transactors 
voluntarily sacrifice the option of holding interest- 
yielding, speedily-convertible assets for the option of 
holding cash ? Because the latter option may be less 
costly, said Hicks. In short, the existence of trans
actions balances could be explained as the outcome of 
rational, cost-minimizing behavior. M ore specifically, 
the only reason for holding transactions balances, sug
gested Hicks, was the conversion costs (brokerage 
fees, effort and inconvenience, etc.) of transferring 
cash into earning assets and vice versa. Hicks 
pointed out that it would not pay to get out of cash 
into earning assets for short periods of time if the 
two-way conversion costs exceeded the interest in
come foregone by holding cash.

H icks’s observation that the demand for trans
actions balances stems from cost-minimizing behav
ior, together with his proposal that cash holdings be 
analyzed as a component of a portfolio of assets, 
served to eliminate much of the remaining disparity 
between money demand theory and conventional de
mand theory. The final steps, however, were taken 
in the 1950's by analysts working along the lines 
opened up by Hicks. Chief among the contributions 
stemming from H icks’s work were Milton Friedman’s 
elaboration of the portfolio balance approach and 
Baumol’s and Tobin ’s refinement of the transactions 
cost approach. These studies succeeded in integrating 
money demand analysis into the optimizing behavior 
framework of orthodox demand analysis.

Money as a Capital Asset: Friedman’s Contribu
tion F ollow in g  H ick s ’s suggestion , M ilton  F ried 
man in 1955 employed the procedures of conven
tional commodity demand theory to construct a de
tailed demand-for-money function. Like Hicks,
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Friedman interpreted the demand for money as a 
problem in balance sheet equilibrium or asset choice. 
However, unlike earlier analysts (especially K eynes), 
he did not seek to explain the demand for money in 
terms of special motives that are satisfied by cash 
holdings. Instead, he treated money as a capital good, 
which, like any other capital good, yields a flow of 
services that makes it desirable to hold. This ap
proach is characteristic of orthodox demand analysis, 
which avoids considerations of psychological motives 
prompting the purchase of goods.

Friedman’s contribution consisted of a step-by-step 
demonstration of how a household’s money demand 
function could be derived from first principles of 
orthodox demand analysis. Equally important, how 
ever, was his precise and complete specification of the 
relevant constraint and opportunity cost variables 
entering the function. The relation between these 
variables and the quantity of money demanded may 
be expressed as M d =  f ( W , rb, re, rr, p ) ,  where W  
is wealth; rb, re, rr are the expected real rates of re
turn on bonds, equities, and real assets, respectively; 
and p is the anticipated percentage change in the 
price level, a measure of the expected rate of depreci
ation in the purchasing power of money balances.

Like Hicks, Friedman specified wealth as the ap
propriate budget constraint, although he defined 
wealth somewhat unconventionally as the present 
value of expected future receipts from all sources, 
including human wealth (personal earning capacity) 
as well as real property and financial capital. Unlike 
Keynes, who viewed bonds as the only asset com 
peting with cash, Friedman regarded all types of 
wealth as potential substitutes for cash holdings in 
individuals’ balance sheets. Thus, in sharp contrast 
to the single interest rate variable in the Keynesian 
liquidity preference equation, Friedman’s list of rela
tive yield variables entering the money demand func
tion included the expected rates of return on bonds, 
equities, and real assets. One additional novel feature 
was the inclusion of the expected rate of change of the 
price level as a measure of the rate of return on (o r  
the depreciation cost o f) money holdings. The ra
tionale for this particular variable is that cash hold
ers, recognizing that inflation erodes and deflation 
augments the purchasing power of cash balances, 
would take the expected rate of depreciation or ap
preciation of money into account in formulating their 
cash holding decisions. Nobody prior to Friedman 
had thought to incorporate the anticipated rate of 
inflation into the demand function as one of the rate- 
of-return or relative yield arguments.

Friedman’s interpretation of money as a general 
substitute for all forms of wealth rather than as a

specific substitute for a narrow range of financial 
assets led him to reject the Keynesian conclusions 
that monetary policy may be relatively ineffective. 
Keynes had argued that if a monetary change does 
influence economic activity, it does so through an 
indirect interest rate mechanism rather than through 
the direct expenditure of money for goods. Specifi
cally, in the Keynesian model, a monetary increase 
initially upsets the preexisting optimum cash-bond 
mix in wealth portfolios. Wealth holders then at
tempt to restore portfolio equilibrium by substituting 
bonds for cash. The increased demand for bonds 
pushes their prices up and their yields down. Fall
ing interest rates stimulate investment expenditure 
for new capital goods, and the increased investment 
spending has a multiplied effect on national income. 
But Keynes thought these indirect effects would be 
weak for two reasons. First, he thought cash and 
bonds were such close substitutes that only slight 
reductions in bond yields would be necessary to in
duce people to add the extra cash to their portfolios. 
Thus, increases in the money supply could generate 
only slight reductions in interest rates. Second, he 
thought that investment spending would be insensi
tive to small changes in the interest rate.

Friedman, however, argued that since money is a 
substitute for real goods and services as well as bonds, 
changes in the quantity of money would spill over into 
the market for consumers’ and producers’ goods, 
thereby exerting a strong direct effect on private 
spending and not merely a weak indirect effect via 
the bond interest rate. That is, excess cash balances 
are at least as likely to be spent directly for goods as 
for long-term bonds. M oreover, Friedman main
tained that since the substitution effects between 
money and other assets would be dispersed over such 
a wide spectrum of assets, the particular substitution 
effect between money and any one class o f assets 
would tend to be small. Thus, contrary to Keynes, 
Friedman believed that the quantity of money de
manded would be relatively insensitive to changes in 
the yield on bonds. And if the demand for money is 
relatively unresponsive to interest rate changes, then 
the problem of hoarding anticipated in the Keynesian 
liquidity trap case will not arise. In sum, Friedman 
believes, as did Fisher and the Cambridge school, 
that the link between money and nominal income is 
strong and relatively stable and that changes in the 
money stock have a powerful impact on economic 
activity.

The Inventory Approach to the Transactions De
mand for Money T he ch ief deficiency  o f the 
Keynes-Hicks-Friedm an asset choice or portfolio
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formulation was that it was not addressed specifi
cally to the question of why anyone would hold trans
actions (as distinct from asset) balances when they 
had the alternative of holding riskless, easily con
vertible, interest-yielding securities. A s previously 
mentioned, Hicks had attempted to answer the ques
tion via his conjecture that transactions balances are 
held simply to avoid bond conversion costs. But 
H icks’s conjecture was not supported by rigorous 
proof until the mid-1950’s, when William J. Baumol 
and James Tobin applied inventory management 
analysis to transactions balances, thereby integrating 
the latter into the rational choice optimizing frame
work of general demand theory.

Baumol and Tobin showed that the optimum in
ventory of transactions balances could be expressed 
in terms of the so-called lot-size or square-root for
mula of inventory theory. A ccording to this formula, 
the average cash holdings of an individual transactor 
would be directly proportional to the square root of 
both the volume of payments (transactions) to be 
made and the brokerage cost per conversion from 
bonds to cash and inversely proportional to the 
square root of the carrying cost (interest income fore
gone) of the cash inventory. Thus, given the level 
of transactions, the size of average cash holdings 
would depend on the relation between the yield on 
securities and the costs of buying and selling them. 
If the latter were greater than the former, it would 
not pay to substitute earning assets for m oney; con
sequently, cash holdings would be relatively large. 
But as yields rose relative to conversion costs, it 
would pay to economize on transactions balances. 
Hence, the size of average cash holdings would be 
negatively related to the rate of interest. If the vol
ume of transactions varied, however, the demand for 
money would vary in the same direction but less than 
proportionately. This implies that the more prosper
ous a person is, the smaller will be the increase in his 
cash balance necessary to cover a given increase in 
his transactions.

H ow  did the Baum ol-Tobin inventory analysis con
tribute to the closing of the gap between orthodox 
demand theory and money demand theory? In the 
first place, it indicated that the quantity of trans
actions cash demanded, like the quantity of a com 
modity demanded by a household, would be deter
mined to a significant extent by relative price or 
opportunity cost variables. Second, and more im por
tant, it demonstrated that rational choice, or opti
mizing behavior, governs the demand for transactions 
balances just as it does the demand for asset balances 
or commodities. The only difference is that in the 
case of transactions balances optimizing behavior

consists not of utility maximization but of cost mini
mization. Specifically, the optimizing transactor will 
attempt to manage his cash inventory in order to 
minimize the sum of two costs : (1 )  the opportunity 
costs of holding cash instead of bonds and (2 )  the 
transfer costs (brokerage fees, inconvenience, etc.) 
of converting bonds into cash. A s long as the costs 
of frequent bond conversions exceed the interest in
come foregone by holding cash, the rational trans
actor will add to his average cash balances and reduce 
the number of conversions from bonds to cash. N o
tice that nothing is said about the services that money 
yields. In the Baum ol-Tobin analysis, transactions 
money is held for one reason only, to minimize the 
total costs o f transactions.

In sum, the notion of the balancing of two com 
peting costs in order to minimize their total forms 
the basis of the demonstration that an inventory of 
transactions balances is kept, not for the services it 
provides, but because it is too costly to continually 
switch in and out of bonds.

The Money Demand Equation in the SM P Model
This article has sketched the evolution over time of 
the theory of the demand for money. This long pro
cess of theoretical development has culminated in the 
money demand equations appearing in large-scale 
econometric models currently in use. It is, therefore, 
fitting to close the article with a brief look at the 
demand-for-money equations in one particular econo
metric model. For this purpose, the S S R C -M IT - 
P E N N  (S M P ) model was chosen. The S M P  model 
is employed by Federal Reserve economists in fore
casting future levels of economic activity and in 
simulating the effects of policy actions and other 
changes on the economic system.

A s represented in the S M P  model, the demand for 
money is broken down into its demand deposit and 
currency components. There is a separate equation 
for each component. In each case, the basic form  of 
the equation is M =  k ( r )Y ,  where M is the quantity 
of money demanded, k is the Cambridge cash balance 
or m oney/incom e ratio (the reciprocal of the income 
velocity of circulation) expressed as the inverse func
tion of a vector of interest rates on short-term assets, 
r, and Y  is the level of nominal national income. 
These basic equations are used to express the general 
long-run equilibrium or desired level of money bal
ances, M *, associated with the current interest rate 
vector and current income. Since time is required to 
adjust actual cash balances to this desired level, how 
ever, the actual demand for money in a given time 
period may differ from the long-run equilibrium level. 
Accordingly, a stock adjustment process is incor
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porated into the monetary sector of the S M P  model 
to represent the dynamic sequence of short-run ad
justments to the desired long-run equilibrium posi
tion described by the equation M * =  k ( r )Y .  The 
stock adjustment mechanism embodies the hypothesis 
that in any given period money holders adjust their 
cash balances by a fixed proportion of the discrepancy 
between the desired stock, M *, and the actual stock 
of money in existence at the end of the previous 
period, M _ i. If b represents the proportion of the 
gap closed in a given time period, then the change in 
money balances, A M , may be written as A M  =  
b (M *  —  M _ i) .  Since the long-run equilibrium 
demand for money is expressed as M * =  k ( r ) Y  and 
since the change in the demand for money by defi
nition is A M  =  M  —  M _i, the demand for money 
in the current period may be shown to be M =  
b k (r ) Y  —  (1 —  b)M _L .

The S M P  money demand equation is particularly 
instructive because it embodies so many of the ele
ments or features stressed in the various theories 
surveyed in this article. One such feature is the 
prominence of yield and income variables in the equa
tion, which conforms to the post-Keynesian practice 
of incorporating relative price (yields) and budget 
constraint arguments into the demand function. 
M oreover, the appearance of the transactions-related 
income variable in the equation links the S M P  ver
sion to earlier theories that emphasized the role of 
money as a transactions medium of exchange. In 
fact, the authors of the S M P  money demand equa
tions designate their formulation “ the neo-Fisherian 
approach”  and state that the demand for money is 
basically related to the flow  of transactions and arises 
from a lack of synchronization between receipts and 
payments. The same hypothesis, of course, underlies 
Irving Fisher’s formulation as well as the Baumol- 
Tobin theory.

Another noteworthy feature is the reemergence of 
the Cambridge k in the S M P  model. In fact, the 
S M P  money demand equation may be viewed as an 
improved, augmented version of the old Cambridge 
cash balance equation. The chief difference between 
the older and the newer version is the latter’s treat
ment of k as an inverse function  of the rate of interest 
rather than as a numerical constant. The original 
Cambridge formulation implied that changes in bond 
yields would exert no substitution effects on cash 
holdings. By contrast, the S M P  equation implies 
that, at a given level of income, a rise in bond yields 
will induce a reduction in cash balances demanded. 
The postulated inverse relation between k and the 
rate of interest is consistent with both (1 )  the 
Keynes-Hicks-Friedm an balance sheet hypothesis

that rising interest rates induce the substitution of 
relatively higher yield assets (bonds) for relatively 
lower yield ones (m oney) in asset portfolios and (2 )  
the Baum ol-Tobin hypothesis that the ratio of cash 
to transactions (o r  incom e) is controlled by the in
terest obtainable on bonds relative to the cost of con 
verting cash into bonds.

Still another feature is the stability of the money 
demand relation. Statistical tests of the S M P  equa
tion indicate that the parameters of the equation are 
very stable, changing at best only slowly over time. 
These findings conform to Friedman’s hypothesis that 
the demand for money is a stable function of a rela
tively few variables.

Perhaps the most controversial aspect of the S M P  
formulation is the use of current income rather than 
wealth as the constraint variable. Similar to other 
models that stress the transaction or cost-minimizing 
approaches to the demand for money, the S M P  model 
specifies income as the appropriate budget constraint 
on money holding. A s previously mentioned, how 
ever, analysts who adhere to the portfolio-balance or 
utility-maximizing approach maintain that wealth is 
the relevant budget constraint. Since income and 
wealth are closely related variables, however, the 
difference between the two approaches may not be as 
great as it appears at first glance. Specifically, wealth 
is the present value of expected future income. A nd 
expected future income may be measured empirically 
by the weighted average of current and past levels 
of income. It follows, therefore, that money demand 
equations using current income as the constraint are 
not incompatible with equations employing wealth as 
the constraint, as long as the former equations also 
include lagged values of past income as supplementary 
variables. It can be demonstrated that recursive sub
stitution for lagged values of the money demand vari
able M _ ! in the equation M  =  b k ( r ) Y — (1 — b )M _ i  
causes the transactions variable, Y , to enter the equa
tion in the form of an exponentially weighted average 
of current and past levels of income. Thus, the S M P  
stock adjustment formulation reconciles the income 
and wealth approaches to specifying the constraint on 
the demand for money.

Summary T his article has traced the sequence 
of steps that brought the theory of the demand for 
money into the rational choice, optimizing framework 
of conventional demand analysis. The integration 
process was accomplished in three stages.

First was the development, in the 1920’s, of the 
cash balance approach, which replaced the concept of 
transactions velocity with the alternative concept of 
the desired m oney/incom e ratio. The cash balance
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analysis tended to shift attention to factors affecting 
the holding, as distinct from  the spending, of money. 
It also led to the formulation of a rudimentary de- 
mand-for-money function containing the cash balance 
ratio as a parameter and nominal income as the con
straint variable.

The second step was taken in the 1930’s, when 
variables representing relative yields and costs were 
introduced into the money demand function, and the 
demand for money was interpreted as part of the 
choice of a portfolio of assets optimally composed 
with regard to alternative yields. Incorporation of in
terest rate variables into the demand function per
mitted systematic analysis of the substitution effects 
between money and competing assets stemming from 
changes in relative rates of return.

The most recent stage occurred in the 1950’s when 
it was shown (1 )  that the demand function for asset 
money could be derived from the utility-maximization 
analysis of conventional demand theory and (2 )  that 
holdings of transactions balances are consistent with 
rational cost-minimizing behavior.

Associated with each of these stages of theoretical 
development were certain policy implications. The 
cash balance approach led to the belief in the potency 
of monetary policy. This belief stemmed from  the 
assumed stability (constancy) of the cash balance 
ratio linking money to nominal income. Coinciding 
with the introduction of cost and yield considerations 
into money demand analysis in the 1930’s, however, 
was a reversal of the belief in the potency of mone
tary policy. Analysts began to emphasize such policy- 
debilitating forces as the high interest elasticity and 
the extreme instability of the demand-for-money rela
tionship. These views contributed to the doctrine, 
widespread in the 1930’s and 1940's, of the ineffec
tiveness of monetary policy. Since the 1950’s, how 
ever, the consensus has tended to swing back toward 
belief in the potential power of monetary policy. 
Recent theoretical and empirical findings of the sta
bility and relative interest inelasticity of the demand- 
for-money function tend to support this latter view.

Thomas M . Humphrey
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